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Overview
The safety of Northwestern Ontario sport climbs is severely
compromised due to widespread corrosion of the bolts
protecting sport climbing routes and top anchors. A
replacement of all affected hardware is of immediate
urgency.
In the early days of bolting, climbers were venturing into the
unknown, using a wide variety of construction bolts. Route
developers of the day lacked a clear understanding of how
different bolts performed under the loads generated by a fall
and which types of bolts might be more susceptible to the
forces of corrosion.
Without standards or reliable data, decisions on bolting
hardware were often driven by ease of use and accessibility,
personal preference, and cost. Still, if installed correctly, most bolts used in climbing were reasonably
safe on the day they were placed. However, the metal in every bolt chemically reacts with its
environment, rock type and unlike metals within the anchor configuration. The metal composition of the
bolts used has proven to be ill suited for its application.
The cliffs in the Northwestern Ontario region north of Kenora were heavily developed in the early
1990’s. Especially the Jones Road, Gooseneck and Panorama crags. Approximately 2/3 of the sport
climbs available to date were placed between 1990 and 1996. This generation of development has left
the area with approximately 224 deficient bolts.
After completing an inspection of the areas it was discovered that the hardware used in early
development consisted of a carbon steel bolt combined with a stainless steel hanger. The bulk of the
climbs are bolted with carbon steel 3/8” Rawl 5 piece bolts and Metolious hangers. Some of the climbs
used a standard carbon steel construction wedge bolt.
All deficient sport climbing bolts will be replaced with 12mm stainless steel removable bolts such as the
Fixe Triplex 12mm bolt combined with the appropriate stainless steel hanger. Compromised top anchors
will be replaced with a chain system like the Fixe 3/8” Chain Anchor with Ring utilizing a 3/8” bolt such
as the Hilti KB3 Stainless Steel Bolt.
The estimated cost of the upgrade is $2550.00. This initiative will elevate 29 routes and 54 top anchor
setups to UIAA safety standards at three of the largest climbing areas. Qualified volunteers are eager
and willing to complete the project.
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History and Background Data
The Northwestern Ontario climbing area has a long
and well documented history of route development
beginning in the early 1970s. The first placement of
bolts for sport climbing was in 1990 at both Jones
Road and Gooseneck.
The early 90’s had seen a huge push for development
of sport climbing in the area. Approximately 2/3 of
the sport climbs available to date were placed
between 1990 and 1996; these climbs are routes
ranging in grade from easy 5.6 to bold 5.12. Bolting
slowed down between 1997-2004. Since then we
have seen an explosion of development in the
established and newly discovered areas.
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Development by year

Early development hardware tended to be 3/8” Rawl 5-piece bolts combined with Metolious hangers.
Some climbs utilized wedge bolts instead, with a few Petzl and SMC hangers found scattered across the
cliffs. The bolts used prior to 2004 are almost exclusively made with carbon steel while the hangers are
made of stainless steel.
The top anchors at Jones road are either Metolious Rap Hangers or a combination of Metolious stainless
steel hangers with quick links added; both the rap hangers and quick links are made from carbon steel.
The Metolious hangers used have an inconsistent reaction to the stainless steel test. The surface of the
bolt had no magnetic attraction however a very strong bond was found on the edges of the hanger
suggesting that the hanger was treated prior to being stamped and bent into shape leaving the exposed
edges with the properties of carbon steel.
The mixture of carbon steel and stainless steel introduces a well-documented process called galvanic
corrosion. When two unlike metals are paired together rusting is accelerated on the less resistant metal.
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Current State of the Bolts
In the summer of 2006 after a close inspection of the bolts on the climb named Funny Face at
Gooseneck it was decided that they had outlived a safe life span and may not hold falls on the very long
run outs involved on the climb. A decision was made to replace the bolts and in the spring of 2007 they
were pulled out and replaced using the Fixe Triplex 12mm removable bolt. The condition of the original
bolts and the ease with which they were removed was alarming. These bolts consisted of a carbon steel
wedge bolt and a stainless steel hanger.
Photos demonstrate the condition of the removed bolts.

In the fall of 2015 it was noted that deficiencies in the existing bolts where becoming very apparent,
mainly at the area’s most utilized cliff, Jones Road. Several climbs appear to have severely rusted bolts.
In April of 2016 a team of climbers headed out to Jones Road to investigate every bolt on the cliff. Each
bolt was inspected with a magnet to determine the material type of all parts of the bolt. Any bolt
containing carbon steel was deemed deficient.
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After the completion of the inspection of Jones Road if was found that of 177 bolts 125 consisted of a
carbon steel bolt combined with a stainless steel hanger. Based on the year of placement the amount of
deficient bolts can be estimated for both Gooseneck and Panorama.
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In the weeks following, a sample of bolts were removed and inspected, each showing a different stage
of corrosion on the outside. The removed bolts had significant surface rusting but did not pull out of the
rock as easily as the wedge bolts pulled on Funny Face previously. The small selection of bolts pulled for
examination did appear to be able to withstand the tensile force of a pry bar. However, the corrosion
taking place within the bolt hole could not be assessed by the appearance of the bolt's exterior from the
climber’s perspective. It is also unclear at what stage of corrosion the bolt becomes dangerous but it is
evident that the bolts are suffering from corrosion and will continue to degrade at an alarming rate.
It was also noted that the torque applied to the existing bolts was inconsistent and did not appear to
have been installed with the manufacturers recommended 40ft/lbs for carbon steel bolts. The
combination of insufficient torque and rusting of the mechanical parts leaves the bolts with the
potential to restrict the mechanical expansion under load, greatly reducing the tensile strength of the
placed bolts.
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Bolt 1
Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:





Silver (#9)
First Bolt from the ground
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Stainless

Bolt showed little to no rust on the bolt head.
Washer had a rust stain on bottom.
Hanger showed no rust.
The route is often wet for a short duration after
a rain event.

Bolt 2
Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:




Deception (#18)
Third Bolt from the ground
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Stainless

Bolt showed severe rust on the bolt head
Hanger showed no rust.
The route is often wet for a medium duration
after a rain event.
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Bolt 3
Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:





Ass Blaster (#26)
First Bolt from the ground
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Stainless

Bolt showed little to no rust on the bolt head
Washer showed sever rust.
Hanger showed no rust.
The route is quick to dry after a rain event.

Bolt 4
Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:





Breakfast Special (#38)
First Bolt from the ground
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Stainless

Bolt showed little to no rust on the bolt head
Washer showed a rust stain on top
Hanger showed no rust.
The route is quick to dry after a rain event.
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Several extreme examples of bolt failure were found spread along the cliff such as:

Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:



The anchor has pulled out of the rock
approximately 5mm.
Metolious Rap hanger showing excessive rust.

Route:
Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:




Tito Puentes Latin Mambo (#8)
Achor Bolts
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Rap Hangers

Ass Blaster (#26)
Achor Bolts
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Angle Iron Hangers

The hangers are made from angle iron
Anchor is rusted over.
Anchors spaced too far apart.

Route:

Breakfast Special (#38)

Bolt #:
Bolt type:
Hanger type:

Anchors
Rawl 5-piece none stainless
Metolious Rap Hangers





The anchor has pulled out from the rock
approximately 2mm
The rap hanger is loose.
Anchor is rusted over
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Current State of the Top Anchor
The existing top anchors bolted in the early years of development tend to be far back from the edge of
the cliff and widely spaced, requiring long tied webbing as the anchoring system. This outdated practice
leaves sport climbers without such webbing building unsafe, wide angle, anchors at the top of the
routes. The large distance between anchor bolts creates vastly increased forces on the bolts, as well as
extra wear on ropes during rappelling and pulling down of the ropes after the completion of a climb.
Many of the anchors have rotated or loose hangers from the sideways forces created during rappelling
off anchors so far apart. Additionally, all components installed to create rappel stations are of carbon
steel and often of unrated hardware store quality.
Four types of systems can be found for top anchors, they are:





Carbon Steel Bolt – Stainless steel hanger – Carbon steel quick link – Carbon steel chain
Carbon Steel Bolt – Metolious Rap Hanger
Carbon Steel Bolt – Stainless steel hanger – Carbon steel quick link
Carbon Steel Bolt – Stainless steel hanger

Top Anchor Setup
20
10
0
Chain
Anchors

Metolious Quick Links
Rap Hanger

Breakdown of Top Anchor Setup

No Rap
Station
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Current Industry Standards and Practices
Bolt Quality Standard
The climbing areas in the North Western Ontario region fall under the UIAA Class 3 classification and
therefore require stainless steel hardware.
The Union Internationale des Associations d’Alpiniisme (UIAA)—the global leader in setting safety
standards for climbing gear—has created four categories, or zones, in which climbing areas, and
therefore bolts, exist. Each category has special considerations for bolt placement.
The UIAA defines the recommended potential lifespan of a bolt to be 50 years; the same benchmark
used in the construction industry for safety-critical fasteners by the European Organization for Technical
Approvals (EOTA).
UIAA Categories
Class 1 Defines high-corrosion zones. Typically seaside cliffs, like those found in Thailand, Vietnam and
Cayman Brac, where the chlorine from the ocean can cause rapid stress corrosion cracking (SCC). Class 1
environments require titanium grade 2 bolts and the higher end High Corrosion Resistant (HCR)
materials.
Class 2 Titanium is best in this class of climbing area as well. Where most of the HCR materials would
work. A small occurrence of SCC is observed 316 grade stainless steel. An example of a Class 2 area in
the U.S. are the crags in Hawaii.
Class 3 is defined as all other outdoor climbing areas. For these areas, stainless steel bolts are the
minimum standard. Bolts placed in these cliffs need reasonable corrosion resistance, but SCC is not a
concern. Plated steel bolts are not acceptable.
Class 4 is indoor areas, such as climbing gyms.

Installation Quality Standard
Bolts have a specified level of torque the manufacturer requires to reach the maximum strength of the
bolt. When placing a bolt best practices require the use of a torque wrench to tighten to the specified
amount. Using a crescent wrench can be an unsafe practice. If a bolt is over-tightened, it can break
and/or fracture the rock inside the hole disabling its effectiveness. Worse yet, an unknowingly almost
broken bolt may fail when a climber takes a lead fall onto it. If the bolt is under-tightened, it can quickly
loosen up and become a spinner.
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Bolt Replacement Plan
Removal of Bolts
The removal of all bolt components will be
completed using specialty tools inflicting little to no
damage to the internal hole or the surrounding
rock. If the bolt is unable to be removed as intended
due to rust or other damage the bolt will be pulled
out from the rock using a custom made bolt puller,
again taking care to not damage the surrounding
rock. All wedge bolts will be removed with a bolt
puller.
Any bolts that cannot be removed or break off
during the removal process will be cut off and
countersunk into the rock, any visible bolt/hole will
be filled with an epoxy rock mixture flush with the
surface of the rock to help camouflage the patch
job.
Replacement of Sport Climb Bolts
Bolts will be replaced with larger stronger bolts that
are easier to remove such as the Fixe Triplex 12mm
Bolt. All hardware used will be stainless steel and
be installed to the specifications provided by the
manufacturer.
In order to reuse holes the old bolt has to be fully removed. The original hole is re-drilled to accept the
new hardware in the exact same location. This sustainable practice is an art, re-bolting should strive to
reuse 100 percent of the old bolt holes, unless the original bolt location is a safety concern.
If a bolt is cut and patched and a new location is to be drilled, the new location will be chosen to best
leave the route as originally intended. No additional bolts will be added to existing routes.
Replacement of Top Anchor Bolts
All top anchors will be evaluated for relocation if possible to provide a safer anchor that is more
compatible with today’s standard sewn sling lengths. Top anchors will be equipped with a system of
chains that allow climbers to feed the rope freely and safely thru the anchor in order to rappel off the
route. Any bolts cut or removed for relocation will have the hole filled with epoxy.
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Hardware Suggestions
All hardware must be stainless steel, corresponding to UIAA Class 3 standards.
Bolts
For re-drilled holes a 12mm or ½” bolt is required. The options are:

12mm Fixe Triplex Stainless Steel
A three-piece stainless steel 12mm expansion bolt.
Designed to be easily removed. Requires a 12mm
diameter hanger.

Climbtech Legacy Bolt w/hanger ½” Stainless Steel
A stainless steel Sleeve expansion-type bolt for rock
climbing routes. Designed to be easily removed and
come complete with hanger.

When a 3/8” bolt is required to be compatible with anchor choices the options are:

Hilti KB3 3/8” Stainless Steel
A stainless steel Wedge expansion-type bolt for rock
climbing routes. The wedge style bolt is not removable
but has become a typical bolt used in the area.

Powers Sleeve Anchor 3/8” Stainless Steel
A stainless steel Sleeve expansion-type bolt for rock
climbing routes. Removable but involves specialty tools
and is often damaged during removal.
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Anchors

Fixe Bolt Hanger Stainless Steel
Stainless steel Fixe bolt hanger available for both 3/8”
and 12mm bolts.

Fixe 3/8” Rappel Hanger Stainless Steel
A stainless steel hanger with a rap ring attached that
sits perpendicular to the wall for easier retrieval of the
rope.

Fixe 3/8”Chain with Ring Stainless Steel
Stainless Steel components that offer multiple clip in
points.

Climbtech Ring Anchor w/Quicklink Stainless Steel
Stainless steel components, can be purchased pre built
or as individual parts from other manufacturers and
assembled.

The suggested hardware for this project based on cost of equipment, functionality, and longevity is the
12mm Fixe Triplex paired with the 12mm bolt hanger on all lead anchor bolts. All top anchors would
ideally be the Fixe 3/8” Chains with rings but depending on the location of the bolt placements other
configurations might present a better option.
SDS Drill bits will also be required at both 12mm and 3/8” sizes. Each drill bit is able to drill
approximately 12 holes before needing replacement.
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Equipment List
Jones Road
Route #

Route Name

Anchors

1
3
5
6
8
9
10

Poco Loco
Inside Outside
Al’s Climb left/right
Corona Time
Tito Puentes
Silver
Darkside

2
2
2
2
2
2

12
13
15

Dreaming My Dreams
Les Boys
Pop Quiz

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

High Steppin Arête Monkeys
Buffalo Soldier
Deception
Jonesing for Coco Puffs
Driven by Desire
Eponymous
Birdwatcher

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
33
36
37
38
39
41

Delilah
Ass-Blaster
Mayonnaise
Barney’s in my Pants
Better than Ezra
Lost in Face
Charlie Records Ltd
Lowered Expectations
Fully Completely
Dressing/No Dressing
Breakfast Special
Yellow Jackets
Tres Lewd

46

The Doctor, The Condor, The
Buffer and his Bosch
Stumped
Scorpion

48
50
Totals

Bolts

2

3
3
1
4

2

4

2

3

2

3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4

4
5
1

3
4

4
5

2
1
4
59

Notes

Fixe Rappel Hanger
Fixe Rappel Hanger
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Carbon Steel Bolts placed in
2006
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Rappel Hanger
Reuse of Fixe Rappel
Hanger (2)
Reuse of hangers (4)
Fixe Chain with rings
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links of hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Rappel Hanger
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers

57
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Panorama
Route #

Route Name

Anchors

1
5
6
8
10
11
12
13
Total

Cold Milk at Midnight
Crack of Dawn
The Shadow
Up with the Birds
Drugs
Pump Up the Jam
Whistling Past the Graveyard
Plumber's Crack

2

Bolts

Notes

Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring

2
2

4

2
2

4

2
2

4

2
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Gooseneck
Route #

Route Name

Anchors

4

Funny Face

5
7

Flying Down to Rio
When Oceans Explode

2
2

10
11

Great Corner
Tickling Ten

12
13

Great Slab
By Hook or by Crook

19
20
21
22
29
35
39
Total

A New Beginning
Hobbit's Knees
I've Got the Devil In Me
Slapping Yourself in the Face
Hugh's Horror
The End
Gimme Gimme Gimme

Notes

Fixe Chain with ring

2
2

7

4

3

Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers
Quick Links on hangers

4
2
2
2
4
2
2
2
32

Quick Links on hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers
Fixe Chain with ring
Quick Links on hangers

4
3
2
6
1
26

Totals

Jones Road
Panorama
Gooseneck
Totals

12mm Bolts
With hanger

3/8” bolts
For Anchors

Chain
Anchors*

Rappel
Rings*

Quicklinks*

57
12
26
95

59
16
32
107

16
8
7
31

4

8

4

7
15

*Quantity of anchor types estimated

Drill Bits
(12mm/3/8
”)
6/6
1/2
3/3
10 / 11
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Cost Breakdown
Hardware Type
Recommended Hardware
Hardware Type
12mm Fixe Triplex
Fixe Bolt Hanger 12mm
Hilti KB3 3/8”
Fixe 3/8” Rappel Hanger
Fixe 3/8”Chain
Climbtech Ring Anchor
12mm Drill Bit
3/8 Drill Bit
Total

Cost*

Quantity

Totals

Unit
Cost
$6.50
$2.60
$3.70
$7.50
$18.50
$20.00
$19.00
$18.00

Recommended
Quantity
95
95
107
4
31
15
10
11

Total Cost
$617.50
$247.00
$395.90
$30.00
$573.50
$300.00
$190.00
$198.00
$2551.90

*Prices listed are based off costs from Mountain Equipment Co-Op

Optional Hardware**

Cost

Quantity

Climbtech Legacy with hanger
Powers Sleeve Anchor 3/8”
Stainless Steel Quick Link
Fixe Bolt Hanger 3/8”
Quick Link and Hanger

$23.00
$9.75
$13.00
$2.60

95
107
15
15

Optional (compared to
recommended)
$2185.00 ($864.50)
$1043.25 ($395.90)
$195.00
$39.00
$234.00 ($300.00)

**The optional hardware shown is equal in quality and functionality.

Rationale behind hardware choice is as follows:
Climbtech Legacy with hanger versus Fixe Triplex with hanger sold separate
Both bolts provide the diameter required for the reuse of an existing hole and both bolts are removable
for future considerations, the Fixe was chosen based strictly on the extreme difference in cost.
Powers Sleeve Anchor versus Hilti KB3
The Power Sleeve Anchor is removable if bolts are to be replaced in the future. The amount of work to
remove the bolt and the damage sustained in the process is no different than the removal of the Hilti
KB3. Therefore the Hilti KB3 was chosen based strictly on the extreme difference in cost.
Combination of hanger and Quick Link versus the Climbtech Ring Anchor
The cost difference favors the Climbtec anchor having three parts compared to the classic single quick
link and hanger configuration. The addition of a ring on the quick link provided additional clip in options
as well as easy maintenance of the hardware in the future. Also allows rope to not run against rock
surface when pulled.
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List of Personnel and Available Equipment
Ryan Munro
19 years of climbing experience in the Northwestern Ontario area and author of the guidebook for the
area. Ryan has been actively bolting and developing locally since 2004; having established routes at all
the major cliffs as well as development of new cliffs. Ryan is passionate about rock climbing in north
western Ontario and about creating safe accessible climbing for generations to come.
Steve Theriault
20+ years of climbing experience and a major developer in the area, having developed echo Steve has
extensive experience bolting and is passionate about sharing his experience with new climbers.
Ashton Beaupre
Ashton is somewhat new to developing climbs but has established new lines and a new climbing area.
Ashton has participated in the ACC TNF leadership course and leads summer and winter climbing trips
for the ACC. Ashton has a real appreciation for the work that has gone into these routes and is
passionate about preserving the climbing community’s safe access to the routes while maintaining
ethical, environmental, and sustainable practices.
Equipment
Between the three route developers there are 5 cordless rotary hammer drills available, each complete
with all the tools and accessories to place bolts as per manufacturers specifications.
Tools list includes:






Rotary Hammer Drill
Blow out Bulb
Hole Brush
Hammer
Torque Wrench

The removal of bolts will be done utilizing three sets of custom tools for the removal of bolts.
Tools list includes:






Custom made Tap Tool
Custom made bolt puller
Custom made bolt removal hooks
Magnet tool
Epoxy resin patch mixture
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Expected Timelines
The best course of action after acquiring the
required hardware will be to do a blitz on Jones
Road. A large group has been arranged to
accompany each of the developers. Under the
direction of the experienced bolters an assembly
line of activity will take place, each person assigned
a task in the process of replacing the bolts. It is
estimated that the bulk of Jones Road could be
replaced in a four day period. This work will take
place on two consecutive weekends, weather
dependent. No route will be left unfinished at the
end of a work day. One crew will spend the first two
days concentrating on top anchor replacement
while the other two crews will work in close
proximity to each other attending to the sport
climbing anchors.
After the complete re-bolting of Jones Road smaller
groups working individually would take on the task
of re bolting the other two cliffs. Priority would go
to Panorama and an attempt would be made to
arrange a single day to complete the work. The
work at Gooseneck would most likely be spread out
over the summer as it is less used by the sport
climbing community and the bolts are spread across
the cliff making it harder to complete in a single
day.

References and Further Information
www.safeclimbing.org
www.climbing.com/people/built-to-last/
www.accessfund.org
www.theuiaa.org
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